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Two Pre-Sankara Views of Know1edge-and-action Combination 

Shoun HINO 

1NTRODUCTORY 

1.1 1n the course of phi10sophica1 deve10pment of the 

Vedanta， there occur a number of expositions of theory 

about various combinations (8αmuσσαyα) of action (たαrmαn)，

know1edge (jnanα)1 and devotion (bhαたti) as the way to 1ib-

eration. Here， in this paper， 1 set aside the views which 

invo1ve devotion in any combination and try to fucus my att-

ention on the view of the know1edge-and-action combination 

(jnanakαrmasαmuccayα) as the indispensab1e means to 1ibera-

tion; and for my purpose， 1 depend main1y on the works of 

Suresvara. 

1.2 Suresvara criticizes three types2 of view of the 

know1edge-and-action combination as he1d by pre-Sankara 

Vedantins. A11 the three postu1ate the necessity of both 

know1edge and action for 1iberation but differ as regards 

the importance of one or the other. They ho1d thus: (i) 

Know1edge is of primary importance and action is necessary 

as subsidiary to it， (ii) know1edge and action are of equa1 

importance， (iii) action is of primary importance and 

know1edge is necessary as subsidiary to it. Among three， 

the first type of view of the know1edge-and-action combina-

tion inc1udes two; (i) that the annihi1ation of desire 

1eads one to 1iberation (desire-annihi1ation view， 
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記mαpradhvα，!!savadalkamαviZαyavadaJand (ii) that the res-

olut:i.on of the wor1d 1eads one to 1:i.berat:i.on (wor1d-resolu-

t:i.on v:i.ew， prap必σαυ4αyωaaα..). 1 sha11 focus my atten-

tion on these two views and the prob1ems a11ied to them. 

(1 sha11 discuss the other two know1edge-and-action combina-

tions e1sewhere.) 1 may point out that we come across these 

two views in the Ma?~?namisra's 1ist of the know1edge-and-

action combinat:i.ons where he mentions as many as seven views.3 

THE V1EW OFDES1RE-ANNIHILAT10N 

2.1 M.誼工R1YANNAexp1ains this view thus; "kαnηαn as 

taught in the pUY'vαkanda was.intended in rea1ity to anni-

hilate desire (kaηapradhva，msαJ th~ough its continued satis-

faction .--a resu1t which was regarded as a necessary pre-

condition of a successfu1 pursuit of se1f-know1edge.，，4 This 

exp1anation gives the view in a nut-she11. Let us now see 

it in detai1. SV 343-344 (a1so SP on the same) inform us 

about the view.5 This view postu1ates that the annihi1a-

tion of desire by way of the fulfi1ment of it is indispen-

sab1e for rea1izing the highest non-dua1ity. Action:i.s 

meant not for giving rise to. the desire to know the Brahman; 

6 TT_ 1': 1__ J it is for the annihi1ation of it.U Un1ike Sankara and 

Sure~vara who ho1d that action is uti1ized for the desire 

to know the Brahman， since it makes the 1atter possib1e 

after purification of mind (σittαsuddhiJ，7 the exponents of 

this view ho1d that the annihi1ation of desire itse1f se-

cures for one the e1igibi1ity for know1edge.8 And the anni-

hi1ation of desire is possib1e through the fu1fi1ment of it. 

According to this view， action is necessary for securing the 
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eligibi1ity (αahikαrαJ， viz. at the preliminary stage for 

liberation， and not at the fina1 stage， viz. as the direct 

means to 1iberation. 

2.2 After obtaining the eligibilit:y， one gets all the 

grades of p1easures， beginning with those of humanbeings 

and ending with those of Hira?yagarbha， by means of the 

performance of a11 the sacrificia1 acts and meditation on 

the Hiranyagarbha. Later there remains for one nbthing 

e1se to enjoy; i.e. one attains to the state of Prajapati.9 

Thus 'one 'comes' nea主 1iberationstep by step by the contin-

uous fu1fi1ment of'desire. And when there remainsno cle-

sire to be fu1fi.1led， that is the comp1ete annihi1ation of 

.desire， and eventua1ly one rea1izes the highest Atman. 

. THE VIEW' OF WORLD-RESOLUT工ON

3.1 This view accepts the need of action as sub-

sidiary to know1edge， and a.ction for that matter主suti-

'lized for reso1ving the wor1d. There is an exp1anation of 

thisV1ewhSV379-383，and also MandaEdra gives us an 

exp1anation simi1ar to that 'of SV in the coUrse of his 

refutation of the above view in BSi (pp. 26-27) . Consider-

ing the instances of the injunctive statements in the 

titua1田 section (kαwηαkãnd.αJ~ one can ho1d that the justifi四

cation of the reso1ution of the world appears intended. In 

the case of an injunction， 'One who is desirous of heaven 

shou1d perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice.' (jyotistomena 

svαrgαkamo yαjetαJ， the reso1ution of the notion (viz. the 

body is the Atman) is imp1ied in the acceptance that the 
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e1igib1e person who differs from the body after his per-

formance of the Jyotistoma is understood as the enjoyer in 

heaven.10 Likewise， the prohibitory injunction a1so has in 
11 purview the reso1ution of the wor1d.LL  It reso1ves the ac-

tions caused by attachment (r.αgαJ etc. So a1so in the 

dai1y and occasiona1 rites (nityαηαimittikαたαrmαns) there 

-::1...，_____.，._¥ __~"'__ 12 is a reso1ution of inherent (SVαbhαvikαJ action. LL  Thus 

these injunctions of the Veda give rise to certain reso1u-

13 tions which are appreciated in ordinary dea1ings.LJ  A11 

these injunctions are prescribed with a view to making one 

e1igib1e for the know1edge of the Atman (αtmαjnαηαdh.ikαFαJ by 

means of the reso1ution of the wor1d (body， action etc.).14 

Here it is known that the reso1ution of the wor1d is an 

indispensab1e step to attainment of the e1igibi1ity for 

1iberation. More exact1y speaking， this reso1ution of the 

wor1d brings about equipment of the menta1 contro1， contro1 

of the externa1 senses etc. (samαゐmadisadhanαsα'!PatJwhich 

is one of the four prerequisites (sadh.αnασαtustαναJ for 
~ ~___ 15 

obtaining the know1edge of the Atman.~J Hence it is said 

that the essentia1 teaching of the Upanisad comprises not 

in any Mahavakya 1ike 'That you are' (tαt tVaJηαsiJ but in 

'(He who knows it as such) has secured menta1 contro1， con-

tro1 of the externa1 senses， renunciation of action and its 

fruit， endurance of heat， co1d etc.， concentration of mind， 

and sees the Atman in his own se1f.' (おηtod仇tα uparatαs

七も七も:kflU:ちS部 iα:hi七ohhut元七manyω託ぬη勾zpα勾α七九回 4.4.23).

One who has secured the e1igibi1ity performs sacrifices， 

observes the Vedic injunctions about them and rea1izes the 

rea1 nature of the Atman gradua11y through concentration 
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EXPONENTS OF THESE VIEWS 
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4.1 Suresvara does not I日 ntionthe names of the ex-

ponents of these two above-stated views at the p1aces where 

he discusses them. Here it may be asked， 'Who are the ex-

ponents of these views?' S.L. PANDEY attributes the desire-

17 annihi1ation view to Brahmadatta."_' He takes the authority 

for his attribution from the Bhavαsuddhi (Ãnandapür~a's 
18 commentary on BSi).~u As stated above， the first and the 

second views in Mandanamisra's enumeration of the seven 

views of know1edge-and-action combination are the wor1d-

resolution view and the desire-annihi1ation view respec-

tive1y. BSi describes the former as the view of some 

(kecid)19 and the 1atter as of others (αnye).20 Now we get 

some informations about the same in the commentary of BSi. 

Whi1e commenting on the wor1d-reso1ution view， Anandapurna 
一・ 21says br，αhmαdαttα-mαtαηαhα ー 国 keσiditi ，~~ and at the p1ace 

of Mar:qanami~ra's refutation of the view (viz. BSi p.28 

lines 8 ff.)， he says， brαhαmαdαttα-mαtαT[l nirahα--tαtr，α 

ηeti.22 Likewise， while commenting on the desire-

annihi1ation view， he says， ekαdesyantαpαm ahα ー α旬 etv 

iti. Fol1owing the description of Anandapür~a ， we could 

say that the exponent of the wor1d-reso1ution view is 

Brahmadatta and that of the desire-annihi1ation view is 

some other ekαde~in. It seems that PANDEY has made a 

mistake in this beha1f， for he remarks， "the e初 deιis

identica1 with Brahmadatta in 1ater Advaita.，，23 This 

remark shows that he thinks the word ekαde8yαntαpα-mαtα 
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above to be meant for the view of Brahmadatta and not for 

the desire-annihi1ation view. True， the word eたαdesincan 

at some other time be referring to Brahmadatta， such as for 

examp1e in the C.αηdrika (a commentary on the Nαiskαrmyαsiddhi 
24 ~.. ， .1.. _1.! at 1.67).~~ But the word ekαdesy仰向ra'another ekαde占in'

itse1f suggests the existence of an eたαdesindifferent from 

one a1ready mentioned --the word ekαdesin 1itera11y means 

'another thinker (here: schoo1 of Advaita phi1osophy).' 

SURESVARA'S CRITICISM OF THE DES工阻4悶 IHILATION
VIEW 

5.1 Sure~vara criticizes this view in various ways: 

Though it is said that desires are not destroyed even in 

hundreds of years; rather， they increase as fire burns more 
25 and more by receiving more and more of öb1ation.~J This 

is based on the genera1 understanding about the nature of 

26 
desire.~v Further he says that the fu1fi1ment of desires 

does not set ohe free from desire， nor does the performance 

of sacrificia1 acts destroy desire， rather， it effects the 

enjoyment of some ends. It is on1y the way for annihi1at-

ing desire to contemp1ate on what is opposite thereto， viz. 
27 the defects of a11 the objects. 

5.2.1 He attacks the 1ogica1 defect in the view. One 

who has attained the state of Prajapati cannot hear the 

Sruti about the joy of the Brahman， because it is on1y the 

human beings who are capab1e of doing the same. Even if 

one heard the Sruti， one wou1d not desire the joy of the 

Brahman because one is a1ready enjoying the joys of 
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5.2.2 Also attaining the state of Prajapati is not the 

invariable channel to liberation. Insofar as the knowl-

Eidge of the Brahman， or liberation is concerned， all the 

adjuncts (upαahis) are the same， that is to say， adjuncts 

such as Pi'a:j apati-hood have no signif土cancewhatever in 

repect of Truth， i. e. when liberation is attained.29 

Taking the instance of ether， Suresvara states， "There is 

no excellence of ether even if one regards it in associa-

tion with its adjunctswhich make one call it a pot or a 

vaIley， and consider it to be different as being distant 

or near， imaginary or non-imaginaCry."30 (nã"kã~αsyα 

viseso 'sがたwnbhα-dro'(lyadyupaahii?u/ du:r>antikadi-

bhiηηesu kαlpitakαlp仇esVα:pi/ /) 

SURESVARA'S 'CRITICISM OF THE WORLD-RESOLUTION 
VIEW 

6風1， Not only in the explanation of this view seen 

above but also in the criticism.of the view， do we find 

the similarity between SV and BSi: The world-resolution 

view postulates thatthrough the observance of the in-

junctions in the ritual-section one acquires the eligi-

bility for liberation. But the eligibility for ritual~ 

section and that in knowledge-section cannot stand together. 

Each injunction has (i.e. aims at) its own fruit and there 

is no mutual expectancy between them， action and knowledge. 

Hence the eligibility for each differs from that of the 

other.31 If both the ritual-and knowledge-sections have 
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the same fruit， viz. liberation， then heaven etc.， viz. the 

fruits of the ritual-section， could not be accidental， they 

would be the channel to liberation， just like a village 

located on the way to a town. A village may serve as sub-

32 sidiary to a town.JL  But such is not the case in respect 

of heaven etc.; these are different aims of human beings.33 

The resolution of the world is neither the purport of the 

ritual-section not that of the knowledge-section. The 

purport of the ritual-section is what is not known such 

as heaven， and that of the knowledge-section is what the 

Advaitins point out as already known， viz. the Brahman. 34 

Therefore the resolution of the world cannot be the purport 

of both the sections of the Veda. 

6.2Again，there is n08rutisupport for the resolu-

tion of the world: (a) If Sruti has the resolution of the 

world as its fruit， then the Brahman cannot be the purport 
，.<____~... 35 of the Sruti.JJ  (b) Nor do the texts of the knowledge-

36 section have the resolution of the world as their purport. 

(c) If by resolution of the world is understood the destruc-

tion of all the undesirables (αηαrthαs)， then knowledge， 
37 viz. the final aim of human beings， would be futile. 

Only by the knowledge of the Brahman is ignorance destroyed 

and therein is attained the ulti百lateaim of the human 

38 ~_ d__  ____~_____ ~，-_，.( 
beings.JU  To the contrary， the Sruti itself declares the 

decay of the body etc. in "(The Brahman is) non-gross， non-

subtle， neither short nor long， not red .... (αsthu"lαm 

αηα1'Jvαhr，αsvaηαdirghaηα"lohitαm ....• BU 3.8.8); there is， 

indeed， no need of postulating the resolution of the world 
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in connection with attainment of 1iberation.39 

6.3 And， actua11y， there is no wor1d to be reso1ved. 

The past has a1ready ceased to exist， the future is yet to 

come into existence and the present wi11 disappear of its 

own accord， for it is but an effect (of ignorance). There is 

no need of an injunction (niyog，α) to bring about the res-

olution of the wor1d. Otherwise， it wou1d be the reso1u-
40 tion of non-existence. 

6.4 By the destruction of the wor1d， the cause of dif-

ferentiation (hhedαkar，αnα) is not destroyed.41 Taking the 

instance of rope-serpent， rope is not seen even when the 

appearance of serpent is reso1ved in darkness. On1y by 

the know1edge of the rope there is reso1ution of the 

42 appearance of serpent.~~ So a1so it is the know1edge of 

the Brahman that destroys the cause， viz. ignorance.43 

THE BASIC STANDPO工NTOF SURESVARA 

7.1 The basic standpoint of Sure~vara on the re1ation-

ship of know1edge and action is found in c1ear shape in his 

criticism of the MImams忌viewof 1iberation which says: 

kevαlehhyαevα たαrmahhyomoksαsyα siddhatvaち "because

44 1iberation is attained on1y through actエon・，，~~ His 

criticism of a view of know1edge-and-action combination is 

found here and there in his works. His arguments of criti由

cism revea1 the fo110wing as his standpoint: (i) Libera-

tion is attained on1y through the know1edge of the Brahman. 

Since action is by nature opposed to know1edge， there is 
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no possibility of mutua1 relationship between the two， viz. 

knowledge and act10I1.The seventh view1n hndammdrus 

enumeration stated above， i. e. action and knowledge are 

opposed and in no way associated with each other， can be 

(and actually is) attributed to Sureらvara (and also 

らa主kara).45 (ii) Though knowledge does not depend on ac-

tion， action becomes useful as the means to achieving the 

ultimate aim of human beings by generating the eligibility 

for the discipline of knowledge. In other words， action is 

usefu1 for the purification of mind (cittαsuddh幻. To this 

effect is Mauda聞 はdra'seI111Inerat1on of the fourth view， 

viz. a1l the actions， due to their bifunctional character， 

are subservient to the eligibility for the knowledge of the 

よtman(vividisapα匂α).46 We may say that knowledge is the 

sole cause of liberation and action can be the cause of the 

47 desire to know .the Brahman (vividisα) • 

CONCLUDING REMARK 

8.1 As we have seen in our discussion above， the 

desire-annihilation view and the world-resolution view 

assert the necessity of action at the stage of acquiring 

eligibility for liberation. Though Sure占varaattacks both 

these views in various ways even pointing out the logical 

defects， it may not be justified to say that he criticizes 

them as the views of knowledge-and-action combination. As 

stated above，Sure4vara t11I陪 elfadmits the 叫 ilityof ac-

tion at the preliminary stage for liberation. Therefore， 

if it is said that he criticizes the view of know1edge-

and四 actioncombination by refuting both the desire四 annihila-
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tion view and the wor1d-reso1ution view， he wou1d be taken 

to criticize himse1f as an exponent of the view of know1edge-

and-action combination. He himse1f has to be ca11ed an ad-

herent of the view of know1edge-and-action combination. His 

criticism of the two views， as noted above， points to his 

difference with their exponents in respect of the stage at 

which action is to be considered as usefu1. He ho1ds that 

it can be usefu1 for σittα~uddhi which makes it easy for 

one to acquire the know1edge of the Brahman， whereas the 

two exponents in question assert that action is indispensa-

b1e for acquiring e1igibi1ity for the know1edge of the 

Brahman. 

N 0 T E S 

1n the fo11owing， the abbreviations adopted here: 

BSi Brαhmαsiddhi (Brαhmαsiddhi ~ (ed.)， K. KUPPUSW.必11

SASTR工， Madras: Government Orienta1 Manuscripts 

Library， 1937). 

SP sas白 αprakasika(Brhαdaraηyakopαnisαabha?yavarttikα 

with Anαnd包giri' s Commeηtαry Sãstrαprakãsikã~ 

3 vo1s， Poona: AnSS 16， 1892由 1894).

SV Sαmhαndhαvαrttikα(see SP， Vol. 1). 

1 The word jnaηα'know1edge' here rea11y means vij;anα 

as wi11 be seen from SV 357 quoted under note 2; for 

difference between jnαnαand vijnαnα~ see S. H1NO， 

Suresvara's Varti加。η YaJ五ωαZkya-Mα仇 reyiDialogue 

(De1hi: Moti1a1 Banarsidass， 1981)， pp.43-46. 

2 SV 357: vijnana-kαmα子ostredha yady ucyate samuσσα似た/
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purvoktα4たatmyα-tatpαryadveaαSUEsαuηα yujyαte / /; the 

Nαisたαrmyαsiddhi1. 20 (M. HIRIYANNA， N，αisたαnηyαsiddhi

with Jnanottαma's Commentαry Cαndr>iたã~ revised ed.， 

Poona: Bombay Sanskrit and prakrit Series 38，1925): 

たαrmαηo '元gangi-bhavenαsvαprαdhaηαtαya'thαva / 

sambandhαsyehαsamsiddher j紡 nesαtyαpyαdo子αtα与//

3 BSi p.26 1ine 23司 p.28line 7. 

4 M. HIRIYANNA， "Prapanca-vi1aya-vada --A Doctrine of 

Pre-Sankara Vedむlta，"Journαl of Orientαl Reseαpσh 

Mαdrαs~ VQ1. 1， Pt. 2， 1927， P.109. 

5 SV 343-344:仰伊 初訪問 mdαknot王た尋問-sαmdusitaふyah/

dmst141?tαt Pαramαdvait何1Sαrvaーたamasamaptih/ / 

dvaitαikαtvα-matihαbhih sutrant勾1phαlamαpya na / 

prajapαtyam pαdαm bhuktvるtad-aiた俳句吋nprαpαdyαte // 

6 SP 343: idanim kαrmano j筋mJesαtve 'pi kふnαー

vilαgαdυαpαtαsyαtασσhesαtυαケ1ηαυ王vidiデαdvαreti

mαtαmαhα/ 

7 Cf. S. H工NO，"An Observation on Sureらvara'sVartika 

2-5of Yajnava1kya-Maitreyi Dia10gue (BU 2.4)，" CASS 

Studies Number 5~ Poona: University of Poona， 1980， 

pp. 169-178. 

8 SP 343:初 :madhvasterjnanadhikαra-hetutvαm sαdh勾 αti/ 

9 SP 344: tα王子 tαirmαηU?yαtvαm ar，αbhyα s仇ranta:nphαZαm 

たpαmenαprapyαsαutranbhogan bhuktva tαd-dehαmdnt 

tαd-αnyiinupαbhuktαーたαmαyitαvyαーたαnηα-phαZαbhαuαtsαrvαto 

nivrttα由 kamahprajαpαtirαtmαrupαmαηubhωαty ev勾1

たαr守nαnamたαmα-vilαya-mukhenαdhi-hetutvedvαram 

prajαpatyαmpαゐmityαrthαh /; cf. T.M.P. MAHADEVAN， 
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TheS勾lbαnahα-v，αrtikαofSuresvαraσαryα~ Madras: 

University of Madras， 1972， pp.176-177. 

10 SV 379 & BSi P.27 1ines 1-3. 

11 SV 381 & BSi P.27 1ines 4目 6.

12 SV 381. 

13 SV 382 & BSi P.27 1ines 6-7. 

14 SV 383 & BSi P.27 1ines 7-8. 

15 BSi P.27 1ines 8-12. 

16 SV 395， 396， 399 & 400. 

17s.L PANDEY，pm-2ωn初 raAdvaitα PhiZosophy~ A11ahabad: 

Darshan Peeth， 1974， pp.225-226， 356 & 238-241. He 

a1so attributes this view to Bhartrprapanca. 1 do not 

enter this matter which is debatab1e. 

18 PANDEY， op. σit.~ p.241. 

19 BSi P.26 1ine 24. 

20 BSi P.27 1ine 13. 

21 N.S. ANANTAKRISHNA SASTRI， (ed.)， Brαhmαsiddhi vyakhye ~ 

Madras: Government Orienta1 Manuscripts Library， 1963， 

p.1l6 lines 1-2. 

22 Ibid. P.120 1ine 13. 

23 PANDEY， op. σit.~ p.237. 

24 HIRIYANNA， Nαiskαrrnyαsidáhi~ introduction p.xxiii note 

1. Or， there is the word ekαdesin in the .Brαhmαsutrα-

sankαr，αbhasyα4.3.14 (The Brαhmαsütrαbhãsyα~ 3rd ed.， 

Bombay: Nirnaya Sagar Press， 1948， p.499 1ines 9-10)， 
but it is not known as to who is referred to. 

25 SV 345-346. 

26 Mandana a1so says to the same effect， the satisfac-

tion of desire does not annihi1ate desires but creates 
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further desires. And both SV 346 and BSi (p.29 1ines 

24 ff.) cite the Mαnusmrti 2.94 to make this c1ear. 

This argument is based on the common understanding of 

the nature of desire. 

27 SV 347 & 349. 

28 SV 348. 

29 SV 350. 

30 SV 351. 

31 SV 398. 

32 SV 400-405 & BSi p.28 1ines 16-17. 

33 SV 407. 

34 SV 424; cf. SV 425. 

35 SV 393. 

36 SV 395. 

37 SV 398. 

38 SV 396. 

39 SV 426. 

40 SV 394. 

41 SV 390. 

42 SV 392. 

43 SV 391. 

44 The Nα王子たαrmyαsidahi1. 9 ff. 

45 BSi p.28 1ines 6-7:α吻 etu --pαpαspαpα-viroahinoh 

たαmαtma-jnanαyoJ:ldvaitadvaitα-v王子αyα加 enSs勾lbandhα

eυeti mαηyαnte / 

46 BSi p.27 1ines 20-22:αnye tu --sαnyyogα-FFthαktveηα 

sarva-kαrmanふneυktmαーかムadhikarふupmuedmみhuh... / 

47 1 have pointed out and discussed in detai1 that 

suredvara accepts the necessity of act1on for the 
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purification of mind at the preliminary stage for lib-

eration， in my paper (already referred to under note 

7). 


